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CREW-PRAM's are a powerful model of parallel computers. Lower bounds for 
this model are rather general. Cook, Dwork, and Reischuk upper and lower time 
bounds for parallel random access machines without simultaneous writes, SIAM J. 
Comput. (in press) proved that the CREW-PRAM complexity of Boolean functions 
is bounded by logb e(f), where b~4.79 and c(f) is the critical complexity o f f  This 
lower bound is often even tight. For a class of functions F the critical complexity 
e(F), the minimum of all e(f) where fE  F, is the best general lower bound on the 
critical complexity of a l l fe  F. We determine the critical complexity of the set of all 
nondegenerate Boolean functions and all monotone nondegenerate Boolean 
functions up to a small additive term. And we compute xactly the critical com- 
plexity of the class of all monotone graph properties, proving partially a conjecture 
of Turfin (1984). © 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Research on the critical complexity of Boolean functions is motivated by 
results of Cook and Dwork (1982) and Cook, Dwork, and Reischuk (in 
press) on the complexity of CREW-PRAM's (concurrent read exclusive 
write parallel random access machines). For the purpose of this paper it is 
sufficient to know that CREW-PRAM's are a computation model con- 
sisting of an arbitrary number of processors which are RAM's and one 
common memory tape. Many processors may read the same cell of the 
common memory tape at the same time but only one processor is allowed 
at each time to try to write into each cell of the common memory tape 
otherwise the program is incorrect. For the computation of a Boolean 
function f: {0, 1 }n~ {0, 1 } the n input bits are given in the first n cells of 
the common tape and the output must be written in the first cell of this 
tape. The main result of Cook and Dwork (1982) and Cook, Dwork, and 
Reischuk (in press) states that the CREW-PRAM complexity of any 
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Boolean function f: {0, 1 }n ___, {0, 1 } is bounded below by 1ogb c(f), where 
b= (5 +x/~-) /2~4.79 and c(f) is  the critical complexity o f f  This lower 
bound plays an important role since the CREW-PRAM model is a general 
one and since the lower bound is tight up to constant factors for many 
functions. Now we define the critical complexity of Boolean functions. 
DEFINITION 1. Let f: {0, 1 }" --* {0, 1 } be a Boolean function; c(f, x), 
the number of neighbors y of x (Hamming distance 1), where f (y)Cf (x) ,  
is the critical complexity o f f  at point x; e(f), the maximum of all c(f, x), 
where x e {0, 1 }", is the critical complexity o f f  
Though we know the critical complexity of many functions, we have no 
general efficient procedure for the computation of c(f). We are interested 
in the critical complexity of classes of Boolean functions in order to obtain 
lower bounds on the critical complexity of the members of these classes. 
DEFINITION 2. For a class of Boolean functions F, the minimum of all 
c(f), where fe  F, is the critical complexity c(F) of F. 
In this paper we investigate several classes of functions defined below. A 
Boolean function is called nondegenerate if it depends essentially on all its 
variables, i,e., if the subfunctions of f for x i= 0 and xi= 1 are different. 
DEFINITION 3. (i) Bn is the class of all nondegenerate Boolean 
functions on n variables. 
(ii) Mn is the class of all monotone functions in B~. 
(iii) S, is the class of all symmetric functions in Bn, i.e., for all per- 
mutations ~EZn on {1,..., n} we havef(x l  ..... x,)=f(x~(1),..., x~(,)). 
(iv) G~ is the class of all nonconstant graph properties on graphs 
with n vertices. Gn contains functions f on (~) variables xi j  (1 ~< i <j~< n) 
corresponding to the possible edges of a graph on n vertices, f is called a 
graph property if any renumbering of the vertices does not change the 
value o f f  i.e., for all ~ e S~ 
f(xl, z ..... xn_~,~) =f(x~(l~,~(2),..., x~(, 1),re(n))" 
(v) MGn is the class of all monotone nonconstant graph properties. 
In Section 2 we show that the critical complexity of symmetric functions 
can be computed efficiently. In Section 3 we compute c(B,) and c(M,) up 
to an additive term of small order. Furthermore, we give a characterization 
of the critical complexity of monotone functions in terms of their prime 
implicants and prime clauses. Tur/m (1984) conjectures that c(G,)= 
c(MG,) =n-1 .  We are able to prove (Sect. 4) that c(MG, )=n- i .  The 
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more general conjecture c(Gn)= n-  1 remains open. Finally we show in 
Section 5 that the easiest (monotone) nondegenerate Boolean function and 
the easiest monotone graph property with respect o the critical complexity 
belong also to the easiest functions with respect to the complexity of 
CREW-PRAM's. 
2. SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
Already Turfin (1984) has proved that c(S, )= F(n + 1)/27. Here we give 
an easy procedure to compute efficiently the critical complexity of each 
fe  S,. The result of Turfin is a corollary of this characterization. These 
considerations are also useful to become familiar with the new complexity 
measure called critical complexity. 
It is well known that symmetric functions f may be described by their 
value vector v(f )  = (Vo ..... vn) such that f (x )  = v~ if x contains exactly i ones. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let v(f )  = (Vo,..., v~) be the value vector o f f  e S~. I f  for 
some i (vi_ ~, vl, vi+ l)~ {(0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1)} the critical complexity o f f  is n. 
Otherwise ( f )  = max{k + 1, n - k lv k # Vk+ 1 }. 
Proof Let x be an input with exactly i ones. Then i neighbors of x have 
i -  1 ones and n - i neighbors have i + 1 ones. If vi_ ~ ¢ve ~ vi+ ~ input x is 
n-critical. If vi_ 1 ¢ vi = vi+ ~ input x is/-critical. If v~_ 1 = v~ ~ vi+ 1 input x is 
(n -/)-critical. Finally if vi_ 1 = v~ = v~+ 1 input x is 0-critical. By these 
observations we have proved the characterization f c( f )  for f~  S,. | 
COROLLARY 1 (Turfin (1984)). c(Sn) = [-(n + 1)/27. 
Proof If feSn  there exists some k such that v~¢vk+l.  Since 
max{k+ 1, n-k}  >t [-(n+ 1)/27 for all k the lower bound follows. The 
majority function is defined by vk = 0 iff k < [-(n + 1)/27. Thus its critical 
complexity equals max{F(n + 1)/27, n + 1 - [-(n + 1)/27} = [-(n + 1)/27. | 
The critical complexity of fe  Sn may be computed by our charac- 
terization above in linear time from the value vector v(f). 
3. NONDEGENERATE BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS AND 
NONDEGENERATE MONOTONE FUNCTIONS 
Simon (1983) used counting arguments for the following lower bound. 
THEOREM 1 (Simon (1983)). ½1ogn-½1oglogn+½<c(Bn)<~c(Mn). 
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We show that these lower bounds on the critical complexity of Bn and 
Mn are optimal up to additive terms of order O(log log n). The previous 
best upper bound for c(Bn) was a (log n + 2)-bound proved also by Simon 
(1983). Before improving this upper bound we characterize the critical 
complexity of monotone functions by the lengths of their prime implicants 
and prime clauses. This characterization turns out to be useful also in the 
following section. 
PROPOSITION 2. I f  f is monotone c(f)  equals the maximum length of a 
prime implicant or a prime clause o f f  
Proof. For the lower bound it is sufficient o prove that the existence of 
a prime implicant or a prime clause of length k implies the existence of a 
k-critical input. Let t(x) = x i l "  xik be a prime implicant of length k and let 
a = (al ..... an) be the input where ail . . . . .  aik = 1 and aj = 0 for all other j. 
Since t(a)= 1 also f (a )= 1. It is well known from the theory of 
monotone Boolean functions that t is the only prime implicant o f f  which 
computes 1 for input a. If we consider a neighbor of a with only k -  1 ones 
t(b) = 0 and by monotonicity also all other prime implicants of f compute 0
implying f (b)=0.  Thus a is a k-critical input for f For a prime clause 
cl(x) =Xil v "" v xik the dual arguments work for the input a', where 
a~l = " .  = a'~k = 0 and aj = 1 for all other j. 
For the upper bound we consider an input a such that f (a )= 1. The case 
f (a) = 0 may be handled by similar arguments. Since f (a )= 1 there exists at 
least one prime implicant o f f  computing 1. For neighbors b of a, where 
we have switched some 0 to 1 by monotonicity f(b) = 1. If b is a neighbor 
of a such that f(b) = 0 then b~ = 0 and ai = 1 for exactly one i and aj = bj for 
all j =~ i. Since f (b )= 0 all prime impticants including t compute 0 on input 
b. But t(a) = 1 and t(b) = 0 implies that x~ is a variable of t. Thus c(f, a) is 
bounded above by the length of any prime implicant t such that 
t(a) = 1. | 
Now we present a nearly easiest (monotone) Boolean function with 
respect o the critical complexity. 
DEFINITION 4. Let N= (Ln/n2j) and ~ be an arbitrary one-to-one map- 
ping from the subsets A of { 1,..., n} of cardinality Ln/2J to {1 ..... N}. Let T~ 
be the kth threshold function computing 1 iff the input contains at least k 
ones. Finally f: {0, 1} n+u--} {0, 1} is defined by 
f(xl,..., x~, Yl,..., YN) 
= rkn/2J -t-I(X1 . . . . .  Xn) V V 
A _~ { 1,._,n},[AI = Ln/2j 
A xi A Y~(m)" 
i~A 
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f is a monotone address function. The x vector is the address but only 
addresses with exactly tn/2J ones are admissible. That means the 
admissible addresses build an antichain in the lattice {0, 1 }n. Yi is the con- 
tent of the storage cell whose address is e 1(i). 
PROPOSITION 3. The critical complexity of the monotone address function 
(ofDef  4) is In/Z] + 1. 
Proof We have defined f in its monotone disjunctive normal form. All 
prime implicants have length kn/2J + 1. By the proof of Proposition 2 all 
inputs wherefcomputes 1 are at most (Ln/2J + 1)-critical. We have to con- 
sider only inputs where f computes 0. That means that l, the number of 
ones among the x-variables, is at most tn/2J. 
Case 1. l<.{ Ln/2J -2 .  I f fcomputes 1 there must be at least tn/2J ones 
among the x-variables. Thus these inputs are 0-critical. 
Case 2. l=  kn/2_]- 1. By the comment o Case 1 we have to switch an 
x input from 0 to 1 to obtain an input where f computes 1. Exactly 
n - (Ln /2_ ] -  1)= I-n~2] + 1 x variables can be switched from 0 to 1. Thus 
these inputs are at most (Fn/2] + 1)-critical. If for example all y variables 
are 1 these inputs are indeed (Fn/2] + 1)-critical. 
Case 3. l= Ln/2[ and f computes 0. Switching one of the [-n/2] x 
variables which are 0 changes the value o f f  Let A be the set of indices i
such that xi = 1. Since f (x,  y)= 0 we have Y~(A)= 0. Switching this variable 
switches also f, but switching one of the other y variables does not change 
the value off ,  since the corresponding address implicant is 0. Thus these 
inputs are (Fn/2] + 1)-critical. | 
The monotone address function obviously is nondegenerate and 
monotone. For an upper bound on c(B,,) and C(Mm) we need a sequence 
of functions (gin)me N defined on m variables. If n 1 + n 1 - -  (L(n 1)/2J) <m~ 
n + (L.72j) we define gm to be equal to the monotone address function on 
n + (L.~2J) variables, where (n + (L.~2J) -- m) y variables are replaced by con- 
stants 1. By the same arguments as for the proof of Proposition 3, fm is at 
most (Fn/2] + 1)-critical. By the formula of Stirling, m ~> n + c2"- tn 1/2 for 
some positive constant c. Thus 
log m >~ n - ½1og n - £2(1), 
and 
½ log log m >~ ½ log n - g2( 1 ), 
n <~ log m + ½1og log m + O(1), 
C(fm) <. ½ log m + ¼ log log m + O(1 ). 
Altogether we have proved 
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THEOREM 2. c(B~)<~c(Mn)<~ ½1ogn+~log logn+O(1  ). 
By Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we know the critical complexity of the 
classes B. and M. up to small additive terms. 
4. MONOTONE GRAPH PROPERTIES 
THEOREM 3 (Tur~n (1984)). Ln/4J ~< c(Gn) <~ n - 1. 
Tur in conjectures that c(Gn) = n - 1. His example for the upper bound is 
the graph property P: "No vertex is isolated." It is a nice exercise to prove 
that this graph property is (n -  1)-critical. Since P is obviously a monotone 
graph property also c(MGn)~< n-~1. We are not able to prove the general 
conjecture of Tur~m but we prove the simpler conjecture c(MG, )=n-  1. 
This is an interesting subcase since many of the important and interesting 
graph properties are monotone. The rest of this section is devoted to the 
proof of c(MGn)  = n - 1. 
THEOREM 4. c(MG, )  = n -- 1. 
P roo f  As already mentioned, the upper bound was known before. Let 
P be a monotone graph property for graphs on n vertices. We have to 
prove c(P)  >~ n - 1. By an easy case inspection we prove the claim for n ~< 3. 
For n t>4 we use again Proposition 2. Prime implicants correspond to 
minimal graphs with property P while prime clauses correspond to 
maximal graphs with property P, the complementary property of P. 
If there exists a minimal graph with P containing at least n - 1 edges we 
are done. Thus we may assume 
(*) Each minimal graph with property P has at most n -  2 edges. 
Under this assumption we construct a maximal graph with property P and 
at least n - 1 missing edges. Since the missing edges correspond to a prime 
clause the Theorem is proved. 
In order to explain the idea of the proof and since this subcase is not 
covered by our general calculations we assume at first that all minimal 
graphs G* with P have no isolated vertex. Because of (*) the sum over the 
degrees of the vertices in G* is bounded by 2n-  4. Since the degree of each 
vertex in a minimal graph G* with P is at least 1 by our assumption, there 
exists a vertex v in G* with deg(v) = 1. We consider a complete graph Kn 1 
on n -  1 vertices together with an isolated vertex u. By our assumption this 
graph G has _P. If we add one of the n -  1 missing edges--say (u, w)~the 
new graph G' has P. By renumbering the vertices we identify u and v and w 
and the neighbor of v in G*. Thus all edges of G* are contained in G' and 
by monotonicity G' has P. Thus G is (n - 1)-critical for P. 







Kn-f-1 El+ 1 
e+l isolated vertices 
F~G. 1. G' with P. 
In general we have to work harder. Let l be the maximal number of 
isolated vertices of a minimal graph with property P. By our considerations 
above we may assume l>0.  Let m(G) be the minimal degree of a non- 
isolated vertex in G. Let m := min{m(G) [ G is minimal with P, G has l 
isolated vertices }. 
Claim. m<~L(2n-4)/(n-l)_J. Let G be a graph defining m. Again by 
(*) the sum over the degrees of the vertices is bounded by 2n-4 ,  By 
definition of m the degree of exactly n -  1 vertices is at least 1. Thus the 
smallest degree of a nonisolated vertex is bounded by (2n - 4)/(n - l). Since 
m is an integer the claim is proved. 
We now explain the construction of a maximal graph with P and at least 
n - 1 missing edges. In the first step we consider G', a complete subgraph 
on n- l -1  vertices (Kn_ l l) together with l+  1 isolated vertices (Et+l) 
(see Fig. 1 ). By definition of l G' has P. 
Now we add as many edges as possible between the ! + 1 isolated vertices 
and the n - l -  1 vertices of Kn t 1 such that the new graph G" has _P (see 
Fig. 2). The degree of the former isolated vertices is bounded by m-  1. If 
such a vertex v would have degree m or larger the graph would have P. We 
could identify the other l former isolated vertices and the I isolated vertices 
of G*, a minimal graph with P defining l and m. v could be identified with 
a vertex w of G* whose degree is m and m neighbors of v could be iden- 
tified with the neighbors of w. Then all edges of G* are edges of G" and by 
monotonicity G" has P. 
At last we add as many edges as possible among the l + 1 former isolated 
vertices uch that the new graph G has _P (see Fig. 3). G is a maximal graph 
~m-1 
Kn-~-I E~+ 1 
FIG. 2. G" with P. 
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~<m-1 
Kn-f-1 f+l vertices 
FIG. 3. G, a maximal graph with P. 
with/~. We are done if we can show that there are at least n -  1 missing 
edges in G. 
At first we estimate the number of edges missing between Kn_t_ 1 and 
the other l + 1 vertices. Since at most m - 1 of the possible n - l -  1 vertices 
Kn_t -1  are connected with a definite of the I+  1 vertices, at least 
(n - l - l - (m-1) ) ( l+ l )  edges are missing. We are done if 
(n - l -m) ( l+  1)~>n-1 .  By our claim above it is sufficient that (n - l -  
(2n -4) / (n - l ) ) ( l+ l )>>n-1 .  Since n- l>O this is equivalent to 
13 - 212n + l 2 + In 2 - 31n + 3l >>, n - 4. 
Since 1 ~> 1 it is sufficient that 
12 - 21n + l + n2 -- 3n + 3 >~ n -- 4 
1 2 
,¢~12- 21(n -~)  + (n -~)  >~ 3n- - -  
27 
4 
Therefore it is sufficient that 
l ~< n - ½ - ~/3n - 27/4. 
We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. Kn_t, the complete subgraph on n - I  vertices, is not the 
minimal graph with P defining l and m. In this case the definition of m 
implies that m ~< n - l -  2 and n - l -  m ~> 2. That means the number  of mis- 
sing edges is at least 2(•+ 1). If 2 ( l+  1) ~>n-  1, which is equivalent o l/> 
(n -  3)/2, we are also done. We have proved the assertion if 
(n -- 3)/2 ~< n -- ½ - ~/3n -- 27/4 
which always is fulfilled for n >~ 4. 
Case 2. K,_z ,  the complete subgraph on n -  l vertices, is the minimal 
graph with P defining l and m. In this situation a minimal graph with P, 
namely K,  t, has (~) edges where r = n -  l. 
643/67/1-3-I5 
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By (*) we can conclude ( ; )=½r( r -1 )~<n-2  and since r is an integer 
that 
r ~ L½ + , j2n  - !5/4J. 
In this situation we have to count the number of missing edges more 
carefully. We investigate again the maximal graph G with P of Fig. 3. Since 
m >~ 1 we have at least l + 1 = n -  r + ! missing edges between K,_  ~_ 1 and 
the set of the other l+  1 vertices. We like to prove the existence of at least 
r - 2 more missing edges. These edges may miss between the two subgraphs 
or in the subgraph on l + 1 vertices. Let z be the number of additional mis- 
sing edges between the two subgraphs. If z ~> r - 2 we are done. Otherwise, 
we have to prove the existence of at least r -2 -  z missing edges on the 
l + 1 vertices. We have at least n -  r + 1 - z  vertices among these l + 1 ver- 
tices where only one edge to K,_~_ 1 is missing. This set of vertices is 
called A. If v and w (v, weA)  have the same missing neighbor in Kn_t 1 
the edge between v and w is missing. Otherwise v and w together with their 
n - l -  2 common neighbors of K, l 1 build a Kn_ l and G has P. We call v 
and w equivalent if they have the same missing neighbor in K ,_  ~_ 1 = Kr_  1. 
Let N1,..., Nr_ ~ be the sizes of the equivalence classes. By our argument 
above all edges between two vertices of the same equivalence class are mis- 
sing. Thus we have at least (~1)+ ... + (Nh_~) additional missing edges. 
Here (0) = (1) = 0. 
Altogether we have proved the existence of 
n- r+ l+z+ ~ +. . .  + 
missing edges whereN 1+- - .  +Nr  l~>n- r+ l -z .  I fN~+'"  +Nr_l is  
given the sum of all (u 0 takes its minimal value if [N i -  Nil ~< 1 for all i, j. If 
the sum of all Ni is 2 ( r -  2 -  z )+ (z + 1)= 2r -  z -  3 the sum is minimal if 
r - 2 - z of the Ni's equal 2 and the other z + 1 Ni's equal 1. In this case the 
number of missing edges is n - 1. Thus it is sufficient o prove that 
n- r+ l -z>~2r -z -3  or r<~½n+~. 
We know already (see above) that r ~< L½ + x/2n - 15/4A. Thus we are done 
if ½ + x/Zn - 15/4 ~< ½n + 4. 
It is easy to see that the roots of this inequality are n = 5 and n = 8. Only 
the cases n - -6  and n = 7 are not covered by this inequality. But for these 
cases k½+x/2n-15/4_J=3<~½n+ 4. Altogether we have proved our 
theorem. | 
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5. THE CREW-PRAM COMPLEXITY OF SOME FUNCTIONS WITH 
SMALL CRITICAL COMPLEXITY 
For the classes B, and Mn we have shown that the monotone address 
function is at least the nearly easiest function with respect o the critical 
complexity, perhaps even the easiest one. The graph property P: "No ver- 
tex is isolated" is the easiest one in MG, and probably also in G~ with 
respect o the critical complexity. We show that for these two functions the 
1Ogb c(f)-lower bound for the CREW-PRAM complexity is tight at least 
up to constant factors. 
PROPOSITION 4. The graph property P: "No vertex & bolated" can be 
computed in time O(log n) by a CREW-PRAM with O(n 2) processors. 
Proof We describe the Boolean function fp for the graph property P. 
l<~i<~n l<~j<~i 1 i+l<~j<~n 
It is easy to see that any associative and commutative operation on n 
variables can be computed by a CREW PRAM in O(log n) steps. Here we 
compute in parallel for all vertices i whether they are isolated (the inner 
disjunctions). Afterwards, we compute fp in O(log n) steps by the outer 
conjunction. | 
PROPOSITION 5. The monotone address function gm can be computed in 
time O(log log m) by a CREW-PRAM with O(m log m) processors. 
Proof It is equivalent to prove that the monotone address function on 
n + (Ln72j) variables can be computed in time O(log n) by a CREW-PRAM. 
Here the disjunction has O(2nn -1/2) terms. Since the disjunction of k 
variables is k-critical a disjunction of t2(2nn 1/2) terms needs 12(n) steps. 
Therefore we use another approach. In parallel we compute in time 
O(logn) all prime implicants tA(x,y)=AiEAXiAy~AI for all A_~ 
{1 ..... n}, where [Al=tn/21 and we compute s=x1+'"+xn.  Let 
processor p(A) hold tA(X , y) and processor p* hold s. p* writes 1 into the 
output cell if s>~tn/21+ 1 and 0 otherwise. All processors p(A) read this 
cell. If p(A) reads 1 or tA(X, y)=0 processor p(A) does nothing. If p(A) 
reads 0 and tA(x, y) = 1 processor p(A) writes 1 into the output cell. If p* 
has written 0 there are at most tn/21 ones among the x variables and at 
most one processor p(A) holds the result 1. Therefore our program meets 
the write restriction of CREW-PRAM's. | 
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